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Abstract: 
        In order to improve the efficiency of attribute based encryption, according to the work of Li etal. [17] , 

a new technique is adopted to implement the revocation of attribute-based encryption. Based on the work 

of Green etal.[16], a ciphertext attribute based encryption (CP-ABE) scheme with outsourced revocation 

and decryption simultaneously is proposed. After outsourcing complex computation in decryption and key 

update operation to decryption cloud service provider (D-CSP) and key update cloud service provider 

(KU-CSP),  the proposed construction not only decreases the decryption computation of users, but also not 

requires the attribute authority to online all the time to provide key update operation for users, which 

greatly relieves the burden of users and attribute authority. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

With the development of cloud, more and more 

users store their data in cloud service system, it is 

widely concerned how to provide an efficient way 

to control the access ability of data. In traditional 

encryption system ,such as symmetric and public 

encryption system, only users who are the 

designated receiver can recover the encrypted data. 

However, in most case, the one to one encryption is 

not practical in some situation, e.g., for the data in 

the cloud server, many users is available to access. 

In order to overcome the drawbacks in traditional 

encryption, Sahai and Waters[1] proposed the 

notion of attribute based encryption. Two kinds of 

CP-ABE are be classified: ciphertext-policy 

attribute based encryption (CP-ABE) and key-

policy attribute based encryption (KP-ABE). In CP-

ABE[2], the ciphertext is associated with an access 

structure, and users private key is associated with 

an attributes set, a user can decrypt the ciphertext if 

only if that its attributes set associate with private 

key satisfy the access structure associated with 

ciphertext. While in KP-ABE, the situation is 

reversed, the ciphertext is associated with an 

attributes set, and users private key is associate with 

an access structure, a user can decrypt if and only if 

that the access structure associated with user private 

key is satisfied by the attributes set associated with 

ciphertext. 

Though ABE brings great convenience for data 

access that provide data store in untrusted server 

fine-grained access control, it exists the efficiency 

problem need to be solved. In ABE schemes, the 

decryption time is linearly grows with the 

complexity of access structure, and when the 

private key of a user is leaked ,there should exist a 

efficient way to revoke the corresponding user. 

However ,it will make attribute authority work 

inefficiently if the revocation operation is done by it, 

especially when a large number of users exist in the 

system, the attribute authority not only needs to 

generation private key for all users, but also needs 

to online all the time so that to  update private key 

for them. 

In order to reduce the cost at local, it is desirable 

to outsource complex computation to a third party, 

and this research is focused by schorlars. Atallah 

et.al.[3] firstly considered  how to outsource 

complex scientific computations such as matrix 
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multiplication and quadrature, however, technique 

they used can not protect the privacy of data. 

Atallah and Li consider the  problem of computing 

the edit distance between two sequences and 

presented an efficient protocol to securely 

outsource sequence comparison with two servers. 

Following their work, Benjamin and Atallah [5] 

solve the problem of secure outsourcing for widely 

applicable linear algebraic computations, but their 

method requires expensive computations such as 

homomorphic encryption, then, Atallah and 

Frikken[6] adopted a new technique to improve 

their work. Wang et al.[7] consider the efficient 

mechanisms for secure outsourcing of linear 

programming computation. Despite the large mount 

of work done by researchers, these techniques is not 

suitable to be directly used to attribute based 

encryption.  In order to reduce the computation 

costs of exponentiation, previous work utilize 

server-aided technique[8][9][10], and thus speed up 

the computation of exponentiation, which will need 

the ABE system inefficient if these technique are 

directly used. Another technique might be used is 

the general outsource method or proxy 

computation[11][12][13][14][15], and all these 

techniques are based on homomorphic encryption 

or interaction prove system. Green et al. introduced 

the notion of outsourced ABE, which has highly 

reduced the computation cost of user decryption. 

However, they just consider the outsource of 

decryption computation, in a revocable ABE system, 

the attribute authority not only need to generate 

private key for all users in the system, but also 

required to be online all the time so that to update 

key for users periodically , which brings high 

burden to him. 

In this paper, we propose a new method to 

provide revocation to ABE system according to Li 

et al.[17], and present a concrete construction , 

based on Green et al.[16],  that including decryption 

outsource and revocation outsource. For a resource 

limited  device, a user can efficiently complete the 

decryption operation, and the attribute authority is 

allowed to update user private key for users off-

line , thus, our construction have greatly relieve the 

burden of users and attribute authority. The 

performance at last shows that our construction is 

indeed efficient. 

II.     PRELIMINARIES 

A. bilinear  group 

Let �  be an algorithm that takes as input a 

security parameter λ and outputs a tuple 

(P, �,��, e) , where �  and ��  are multiplicative 

cyclic groups of prime order P ,and e:� × � → �� 

is a map satisfy the following properties: 

1) Bilinearity: e(g, h�) = e(g, h)� for 

all	g, h ∈ � and a, b ∈ ��∗ . 

2) Nondegeneracy: (g, h) ≠ 1�� ,	 where 	g, h	 ≠
1� ； 

3) Computable：：：： efficient computability for 

any input pair.We refer to the tuple (p, �, ��, e)	 as 

a bilinear group. 

B. Access Structures 

Definition 1：Let	�P�, … , P� 		be a set of parties，

A collection ! ⊆ 2�$%,…,$&  is monotone if ∀B ∈ ! 

and B ⊆ C, then C ∈ ! . 

C. .Linear Secret Sharing Schemes（（（（LSSS）））） 

Definition 2： (Linear Secret-Sharing Schemes 

(LSSS)): A secret sharing scheme	Π	over a set of 

parties P is called linear (over ��) if 

1)  The shares for each party form a vector ove 

�+. 

2) There exists a matrix A  with rows and n 

columns called the share-generating matrix for	Π. 

For all i = 1,… , ℓ, the	ith row of A is labeled by a 

party 	ρ(i)  ( ρ	 is a function from �1,… , ℓ 	 to 	P ). 

When we consider the column vector v =
(s, r4, … , r�) , where s ∈ ��  is the secret to be 

shared, and r4, … , r� ∈ ��  are randomly chosen, 

then Av  is the vector of l  shares of the secret s 

according to 	Π . The share (Av)6  belongs to 

party	ρ(i). 

It is shown in [33] that every linear secret-sharing 

scheme according to the above definition also 

enjoys the linear reconstruction property, defined as 

follows.Suppose that Π  is anLSSS for the access 

structure !. Let S ∈ ! be any authorized set, and let 

I ⊂ �1, … , ℓ   be defined as I = �i|ρ(i) ∈ S . Then 

there exists constants �ω6 ∈ �� 6∈<  such that, if λ6 
are valid shares of any secret s according to Π, then 
∑ ω6λ66∈< = s. Let A6 denotes the ith	row of A	, we 
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have ∑ ω6A66∈< = (1,0,… ,0) . These constants  ω6 
can be found in time polynomial in the size of the 

share-generation matrix A  [33]. Note that, for 

unauthorized sets, no such constants �ω6  exist. 

III. TECHNIQUE DISCUSSION 

In this paper ,we propose a new method to 

provide revocation to ABE system according to Li 

et al.[17]. In CP-ABE, the attributes is about users, 

and there is an attribute that can distinguish all the 

users, e.g., in an university, attributes set about 

students is (Num, Major,Grade,Gender), and the 

student ID“Num”can be utilized to distinguish 

students, which means that student ID can be used 

to present the identity of them. 

Our CP-ABE support outsourced revocation is 

based on Li et al.[17], in our construction, every 

users private key including two parts: one is about 

user attributes set, and the other is about the time T6 , 
when a user in the system is revoked, the key 

update cloud server provider just need to update 

this part of private key to T6A�, only users obtains 

the updated key can decrypt. 

The construction  we present not only provide 

decryption outsource, but also provide revocation 

outsource, which is based on Green et al.[16], 

which makes the user to recover message efficiently 

and allows the attribute authority to update users 

private key locally. 

For the security of our construction, it not only 

need to prevent the adversary obtain ciphertext to 

attack directly, but also need to make sure that the 

encrypted data is protected from D-CSP and KU-

CSP. Besides, it should resistant collusion attack. 

Two collusion should be considered: one is  a user 

collusion with S-CSP who want to recover message, 

the other is unrevoked user collusion with KU-CSP 

who want to generate private key for users that is 

revoked. 

IV. CONSTRUCTION 

A. System decription 

In A CP-ABE system contain revocation and 

decryption outsource, its running process is as in 

Fig.1. Firstly, the encryptor runs the algorithm 

CT = Encrypt(PK,M, TH, (A, ρ)) to encrypt data and 

stores in Storage Cloud Service Provider (S-CSP). 

When a user with attributes set S  request private 

key to the attribute authority, it runs the key 

generation algorithm KeyGen(PK,MSK, RL, TL, S) 

to generate private key SKL = (SK�, SK�M) and the 

corresponding update key UK<O	 , then , the user 

runs the KeyGenPQR(PK, SKL) algorithm to generate 

the transformation key  TKPQR which is send to D-

CSP along with CT  in TH  . Next, D-CSP runs the  

TransformPQR(PK, TKPQR, CT) algorithm to get the 

partial decrypted ciphertext  CTV  ,and  users who 

owns the retrieving key can run the algorithm 

DecryptPQR(PK, RK, CTV) to recover the message M. 

 
Fig. 1  System algorithm process of our scheme 

The user who owns the private key can also 

directly runs the algorithm Decrypt(PK, CT, SKX) to 

recover message M.  When a users who owns the 

attributes ID�, . . , IDZ  are revoked from the system, 

the attribute authority runs the algorithm 

Revoke(RL, TL, �ID�, . . , IDZ ) to add these users to 

revocation list, and send the new revocation list RLV	 
and  new period THA�	 to KU-CSP which will update 

private key about time for users who is not in the 

revocation list RLV .So, only users with private key 

SKL = (SK�, SK�M\%) can decrypt the ciphertext in 

the period  THA�	. 
B. Construction 

1) ]^_`a(b,c):  The setup algorithm takes 

input the security parameter λ ， an attribute 

universe description	U，U = �0,1 ∗，and choose a 

cyclic group � of prime order P, g is a generator of 

group �, g is a generator of � , and F: �0,1 ∗ → � 

is a hash function. Then, the algorithm randomly 

choose		α，a ∈ �� . The attribute authority sets the 
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master secrete key MSK = α	, and public parameter 

as PK = (g, e(g, g)f, g, F). 

2) g^hi^j(kg,l]g,mn, on, ]):The private 

key generation algorithm takes as input the public 

parameter PK	,	  the master secrete key MSK  , the 

revocation list RL  , the time list TL  and user 

attributes set S . When a user requests private key , 

the attribute authority first checks whether the 

attribute ID ∈ S exists in the revocation list RL . If 

exists, it aborts, else it randomly choose α�, tV, r�M	 ∈
��∗  , and sets α4 = α − α�  . Then it computes 

SKL = (SK� = (KV, LV, Kq), SK�M = KVV
，LVV	

，K�M))  

as follows: 

				KV = gf%	gRr
，LV = gRr

，Kq = F(x)Rr , where 	x ∈
				S.		KVV = gft	gu�M

，LVV	 = gu�M 	
，K�M = FvTHw

u�M  

Finally, it sets the update key as UK<O =α4 , and 

sends the UK<O to KU-CSP. 

3) xjyzha_ {kg,l, o|, (}, ~)�: The 

encryption algorithm takes as input the public 

parameter, message M	 , time period TH  , LSSS 

access structure (A, ρ)  , 	A  is an ℓ × n	  matrix and 

the function 		ρ  assocaites each row of A  to an 

attribute ρ(i)  . First, it choose a random vector 

v�� = (s, y4, … , y�) ∈ ��� , where s is the secrete to be 

shared among the shares. For i = 1	to	ℓ  , it 

calculates  λ6 = v�� ⋅ A6  ,where A6  is the vector 

corresponding to the ith	 row of A . Then, the 

algorithm randomly choose r�, … rℓ, r�V , … , rℓV ∈ ��4ℓ, 

and the ciphertext CT = (C, CV, C6, D6, C6
V, D6

V)  is 

computed as follow: 

C = M ⋅ e(g, g)fX
，CV = gX 

C6 = g��Fvρ(i)w�u�
，D6 = gu� 

                    C6
V = g��FvTHw

�u�r
，D6

V = gu�r
， where     

i ∈ �1, … , ℓ  
4) �^yzha_(kg,�o, ]g�): The decryption 

algorithm takes input the public parameter PK	, the 

ciphertext CT in the time period TH ,private key SKL. 

If the attributes set S  does not satisfy the access 

structure (A, ρ) ， it abort. Suppose that the 

attributes set S  satisfy the access structure (A, ρ) 

and let I ⊂ �1,2… , ℓ  be defined as I = �i: ρ(i) ∈
S  . Then let �ω6 ∈ �� 6∈<	 be a set of constants such 

that if λ6	 are valid shares of any secret s according 

to A, then ∑ ω6λ6 = s6∈< . It first computes  E: 

 
e(CV, KV)e(CV, KVV)

∏ evC6
�� , LVwe(D6

�� , K�(6))) ⋅ ∏ evC6
V�� , LVVw6∈< e(D6

V�� , K�M)6∈<
																						

=
e(gs, gα1)e {gs, gat′� e(gs, gα2)e(gs, garTj)

e(g, g)at′s 	 ⋅ e(g, g)arTjs
	 

 = e(gX, gf%)	e(gX, gft) = e(g, g)Xf                              

then , it recover the message M = C/E。   

5) g^hi^j�`_(kg, ]g]): The transformation 

key generation  algorithm takes as input the public 

parameter  PK  , private key SKL  . It randomly 

choose z ∈ ��∗  ,the transformation key TKPQR =
(TKV, TLV, TKq, TKVV, TLVV, TK�M)  is computes as 

follows: 

TKV = KV�/�
，TLV = LV�/�

，TKq = Kq
�/�

 

TKVV = KVV�/�
，TLVV = LVV�/�

，TK�M = K�M
�/�

 

and sets the retrieving key as RK = z. 

6) oz�j���z��`_(kg,og�`_, �o):  The 

transformation algorithm takes as input the public 

parameter PK  , the transformation key 	TKPQR  and 

the ciphertext CT.Suppose that the attributes set S 

satisfy the access structure (A, ρ)  and let I ⊂
�1,2… , ℓ  be defined as I = �i: ρ(i) ∈ S  . Then let 

�ω6 ∈ �� 6∈<	 be a set of constants such that if λ6	 are 

valid shares of any secret s  according to A , then 

∑ ω6λ6 = s6∈< . It first computes  C� ∶ 
 

e(CV, TKV)e(CV, TKVV)
∏ evC6

�� , TLVwe(D6
�� , TK�(6))) ⋅ ∏ evC6

V�� , TLVVw6∈< e(D6
V�� , TK�M)6∈<

						 

																		

= e(gX, gf%)
�
�evgX, gRVw

�
�e(gX, gft)

�
�evgX, gu�Mw

�
�

e(g, g)
RrX
� 	 ⋅ e(g, g)

u�MX
�

			

= e(gX, gf%)�/�	e(gX, gft)�/� = e(g, g)Xf/� 

 

then, output the transferred ciphertext CTV =
(C,� C� = C). 

7) �^yzha_�`_(kg,mg, �oV): Decryption 

algorithm takes as input the public parameter PK 

,the retrieving key RK，the transferred ciphertext 

CTV, and computes C�/	C	�� = 	M. 

8) m^���^(mn, on, ����, . . , ��� ): If users 

with attributes  ID�, . . , IDZ  are revokes during the 
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period TH  , the attribute authority update the 

revocation list as RLV = RL⋃�ID�, . . , IDZ , and 

update the time list as TL  that associated to the 

period THA�	. Finally, it sends RLV		and		THA�	 to KU-

CSP. 

9) g^hca��_^vkg,mn, ��, o|A�	, cg��w:Wh

en a user with attribute ID request private key, the 

attribute authority first checks whether ID exists in 

the revocation list RL, if exists, it will not update 

private key for him, else KU-CSP search the item 

ID, UK<O）in the table UL , and randomly choose 

r�M\%	 ∈ ��  . It computes private key SK�M\% =
(KVV
，LVV	

，K�M\%) in period THA� as follows : 

KVV = gft	gu�M\%	
，LVV	 = gu�M\%	

， 

K�M\% = FvTHA�w
u�M\%	  

It is easy to verify that our construction satisfy the 

correctness. 

V.    SECURITY ANALYSIS 

A. Direct attack 

Since the decryption requires the user attributes 

satisfy the access structure, so that it to find the 

constans �ω6 ∈ �� 6∈<	 such that ∑ ω6λ6 = s6∈<  , and 

recover the session key e(g, g)fX. When a adversary 

with attribute  SV	  obbtain the CT  , it can not  

recover the message M since SV ∉ A. 

Besides, we should make sure that the D-CSP can 

not recover the message through TKPQR  or update 

key. This can be guarantee since the recover key RK 

is private, and KU-CSP can only generate private 

key about time by the update key, so, it can not 

generrate the final private key used to decrypt 

which need the private must secrete key to generate. 
B. Collusion attack 

Two kinds of attacks may be exist in our scheme: 

1) Collusion of user and D-CSP 

Our scheme resistant this kinds of attack by 

randomly choose the recover key, so that a user 

who get the trasferred ciphertxt from D-CSP can 

just recover the  corresponding message by his 

retrieving key and can not recover message of other 

users. 

2) Collusion of unrevoked user and KU-CSP 

In out shceme, the master secrete key	α		used to 

generate private key for user U	�  is splited  

randomly , e.g., the master secrete key	α		is splited 

to α�, α4 , where α = α� + α4 , and conpute the 

private key about attribtues and private key about 

time throug  α�, α4  respectivily. The the master 

secrete key	α may be splited as  α�
V , α4

V , whereα =
α�

V + α4
V , when generate private key for U4  , and 

conpute the private key about attribtues and private 

key about time throug  α�, α4  respectivily.  

Consider the case that U	4 is revoked and, KU-CSP 

want to generate private key by collusion with the 

unrevoked user U	�  , thus it has the two parts of 

private key conputed through α�，α4
V . But this 

private key can not used to decrypt due to less of 

complement master secrete key and can not recover 

the session key. 

VI. PERFORMENCE 

In order to assess the performance of our 

outsourced CPABE scheme presented above, we 

implement our scheme in software based on Charm 

[34] using a 224-bit MNT elliptic curve from the 

Stanford Pairing-Based Crypto library [35]. 

Although we presented our scheme in the above in 

the symmetric bilinear group setting, the MNT 

curve in Charm requires that the scheme be 

implemented in asymmetric groups with a pairing 

of the form （�� × �4 → ��） . Therefore, we 

translate our scheme to the asymmetric setting in 

the implementation. 

All our performance measurements are conducted 

on two dedicated hardware platforms: a 3.20 GHz 

Intel dual core platform with 4 GB of RAM running 

Linux Kernel 3.13.0, and a 1.6 GHz ARM-based 

MEIZU III with 2.0 GB of RAM running Android 

4.2. 

Experimental Setup:In a CP-ABE scheme, the 

decrption time is depends on the complexity of 

access structure. In oreder to implement the our 

scheme, we genenrate an access structure 

（A�	AND	A4	AND	…AND	A£） , where A6  is an 

atribtue. besides, we also generate 100 kinds of 

access structure with N increase from 1to 100. In In 

each case we generate a corresponding 

decryption key that contains the N attributes for 

decryption. 

Disscuss: The performance of our scheme is 

showed below. In standard CP-ABE, the decryption 
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time grows with the complexty of access structure 

linearly. With the grow of attributes number, the 

decryption time linearly. When there are 100 

attributes, the decryption time is 5sec and 35sec on 

Intel and ARM (Fig.2). The time of outsourced 

decryption linearly grows with the complexty of 

access structure(Fig.3), and the time of local 

decryption is constant, which just needs 0.03sec 

when the attributes number is also 100(Fig.4).The 

last picature shows the update time for users in the 

system , its computation time is constant (Fig.5), 

our scheme not only  allows attribute authority to 

update key off-line but also remove some 

computation operation. 

 

 
Fig.2  Standard decryption time 

 

 
 

Fig.3  Outsourced Decryption Time 

 

 
Fig.4  Local Decryption Time 

 

 
Fig.5  Private key generation and update time  

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper , we proposed a CP-ABE with 

revocation and decrytion outsource, which not only 

decrease the costs of users, but also allows the 

attribute authority to update key for users off-line, 

thus, our scheme relieve the burden of users and 

attribute ahthority. The performance shows that 

outsource the complexty computation outside can 

highly decrease the resource costs at local , which is 

efficient and practical. 
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